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Agenda
Difference between IT/Cloud and NFV requirements

Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK)
Optimizations:
Open vSwitch (OVS)
KVM real-time
OpenStack (Enhanced Platform Awareness)

Linux Foundation Open Platform for NFV
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Requirements on NFV infrastructure
Some differences to generic IT:

Orchestration
VM1

service aware
platform aware

VM2

VM3

Hypervisor

CPU

Chipset

NIC
Silicon

•

Switch
Silicon

Linux+Apps

Determinism and performance
•

Small packet processing

•

Real-time, latency (<10μs for CPE and access
functions), jitter

•

Availability (detect failed VMs in <1s and
autorestart, autorestart/recovery host failures)

•

Regulatory, geolocation (incl. geo redundancy)

•

Accelerate VM migration in planned
maintenance

•

HW acceleration cards

•

Advanced management (OSS/BSS)

Abstract where possible, optimize where needed
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The problem that DPDK addresses
40 Gbps Line Rate (or 4x10G)
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928

832

736

640

544

448

352

256

160

0

64

Packets per
second

60,000,000

Packet size (B)

Network Infrastructure Packet Sizes

Typical Large Packet Sizes

Packet Size

64 bytes

Packet Size

1024 bytes

40G Packets/second

59.5 Million each way

40G Packets/second

4.8 Million each way

Packet arrival rate

16.8 ns

Packet arrival rate

208.8 ns

2 GHz Clock cycles

33 cycles

2 GHz Clock cycles

417 cycles
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Data Plane Development Kit
•

Accelerate packet processing
DPDK Libraries
Buffer
Management
Queue/Ring
Functions
Flow
Classification
NIC Poll Mode
Drivers
Environment
Abstraction
Layer

•

Customer
Application

Service
Appliance
VM
DPDKVI

VF DPDK VF

Customer
Application
Customer
Application
Linux*
User space

Linux*
Kernel space

Run-to-completion or pipeline model, device
polling, recognizes underlying HW for best
utilization
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Next Gen
Firewall VM

vSwitch

Data Plane VM
Routing Stack
(Forwarding Engines)
VI DPDK
VF VF

DPDK

Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)
Intel® VT-d

Intel® Architecture
Intel® QuickAssist™
Accelerator
(SR-IOV)

Intel® 82599 10 GbE
(SR-IOV)
L2 Switch

SR-IOV = Virtual Function Driver Integration
More on:
• http://www.intel.com/go/dpdk
• http://www.dpdk.org, DPDK open source community

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others

Fast
Path

Intel® Network Builders using DPDK

Visit www.networkbuilders.intel.com for more
© 2015 Intel Corporation, all rights reserved
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Optimizations: Open vSwitch, KVM,
OpenStack

Open vSwitch
User space

• Available at
www.openvswitch.org

Netlink

vswitchd

• Main forwarding plane runs in
kernel space

Kernel space

• Exception packets are sent to
vswitchd in userspace using
Netlink

OVS Kernel Space
Forwarding Plane
NIC
driver
© 2015 Intel Corporation, all rights reserved

NIC
driver

• Standard Linux network
interfaces to communicate
with physical network

Open vSwitch with DPDK
User space
vswitchd
OVS Userspace
Forwarding Plane
PMD

PMD

Kernel space

PMD

• Main forwarding plane
runs in userspace as
separate threads of
vswitchd

• DPDK Pull Mode Driver
(PMD) to communicate
with physical network
• Available as a compile time
option
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Wind River Open Virtualization Profile
• KVM with low latency (3 μs) and high
throughput (includes DPDKaccelerated Open vSwitch with
virtual switching 4.5x over nonoptimized Open vSwitch)

in Best New
Product
(Telecom)
category

KVM

7.5x

Native

KVM
OVP

•
More on:
• http://www.windriver.com/products/product-overviews/wr_openvirtualization-profile_po.pdf
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Optimizations resulted in 74%
decrease in average latency and
large decrease in jitter

Resource Orchestration with Enhanced
Platform Awareness (EPA)
Virtual Network
Function
Resource
Orchestration
VM

VM

VM

VM

Requests facilities from the
relevant VIM, which then
allocates logical and physical
resources from a managed pool

Infrastructure as a Service

Servers &
hypervisor
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NFV Resource Orchestrator
needs to understand what is
required to support each VM

VIM
Cloud/SDN

13

Source: Telefonica presentation at SDN World in San Diego, May 2015
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EPA measured
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Linux Foundation Open Platform for
NFV

Linux* Foundation Open Platform for NFV
• Collaboration project to develop carrier-grade, integrated, opensource reference platform for NFV

• http://www.opnfv.org
• Work directly with
upstream standard
bodies and open
source projects
• Testbed defined,
WIP Testing
procedures…
*Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners
© 2015 Intel Corporation, all rights reserved

members
Platinum:

Silver:

Source: http://www.opnfv.org , September 2015
© 2015 Intel Corporation, all rights reserved

Summary

19

Carrier Network Virtualization
•

•

4+ years since early POCs and
first virtualized elements, over
ETSI* NFV the journey
continues to Linux*
Foundation Open Platform
For NFV (OPNFV), adds ETSI
Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC)…

Services Telephony

Workloads

Access

Video

Mobility

Edge

M2M

Call
Centers

Control

Portals

OA

VAS

Customer
Interface

Cloud

Orchestration
Infrastructure

CORE IP

Technology
MEC

µDC

DWDM

Extended Private Cloud

µDC

DC

DC

CPE

Single Technology Platform

Different network segments
and requirements, all
benefiting from Intel®
Architecture and common set
of ingredients
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Server

Network

Storage

O/BSS
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SCHEDULE
 INTRODUCTION

 DEPLOYABLE ELEMENTS

 COMPONENTS

 ECEE

• What is Openstack?

• Introduction

• Openstack design

• Introduction

• Who’s contributing

• Projects

• Keystone

• Architecture

• Distributions

• Networks

• Neutron

• Road Map and
versioning

• Routers

• Swift

• Images

• Glance

• Instances

• Nova

• Security Groups

• Heat

• Volumes

• Ceilometer

• Object Storage

• Horizon

• Stacks

• Mistral

• Unica Openstack

• Other components
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SCHEDULE
DAY 1

First part (2 hours)
Break (15 minutes)

Second part (1 hour, 45 minutes)
DAY 2

First part (2 hours)
Break (15 minutes)
Second part (1 hour, 45 minutes)
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INTRODUCTION

What is Openstack?
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- Set of Open Source projects, which implements a cloud solution.

- It’s a IaaS (“Infrastructure as a Service”) cloud solution, designed to build public
or private clouds.
- Openstack is a framework, not a product.
- There are different implementations of each component.

- As an Open Source solution, there are different vendors that implements it.

Who’s contributing
- Openstack is developed by many
contributors, including a big community
of independent developers and different
companies.
- All these contributors are part of the
Openstack Foundation, the organization
that leads and organize the development.
https://www.openstack.org
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Distributions
- Different companies have implemented
and launched their own Openstack distro,
in a similar way that they did with Linux
operative system in the past.

- All these different distributions are
Openstack compliant solutions. All the
APIs and functionalities are the same, but
can be implemented in a different way
from one distro to another.
- These vendors provide support for their
own Openstack implementations.
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Road Map and versioning

- Openstack is continuously evolving. A new version is released every six months (approx).

- The releases have a full support period of 18 months in the community, and another 6
months of limited support. So one release have a life cycle of two years (approx).
- Different vendors and distros can have their own life cycle.

OCATA

PIKE

QUEENS

ROCKY

STEIN

February

August

February

August

April

2017

https://releases.openstack.org

2018

2019
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DEPLOYABLE ELEMENTS

Introduction
- A user can deploy different elements inside an Openstack environment:
• Projects
• Networks
• Routers
• Images
• Instances
• Security Groups
• Volumes
• Object Storage
• Stacks
- To deploy all these elements, a user can use a GUI, CLI or API.
- In this chapter, we will explain all of them from the user perspective.
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Projects
- A project is “some kind” of logical container, that contains all the
elements that can be deployed by a user in Openstack.
- It isolates all the elements that contains, from the other projects.
These elements implements the “tenant isolation” feature.
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Instance 1

Network 1
192.168.0.0/24

Instance 2

Network 2
10.95.10.0/28

Instance 3

- Quotas can be defined in a project to limit the elements that can be
deployed in it, as number of CPUs, instances, amount of memory or
storage, etc.
- A user can be a member of one or more projects, with different roles
in each one. The role defines what the user can do in the project
(permissions).
- Normally, projects must be defined by the Openstack administrator.

Image 1

Image 2

Instance 1

Instance 2

Instance 3

Network 1
192.168.0.0/24

Image 1

Networks
- Implements transport network in L2 and L3, using IPv4 or IPv6.

- Networks can be internal or external:
• Internal: Isolated networks that exists only in the Openstack
Environment.

• External: Physical networks outside Openstack, for example,
Internet.
- Only Openstack administrators can create external networks.
- A network can have one or more subnets associated to it. The subnet
has a CIDR, and optionally, a DHCP pool, a gateway, route information
and DNS configuration.
- When a router or instance is connected to one network, a port is
created in it.
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Routers
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- Connects two or more subnets, and can be connected to external networks.
- When two or more subnets (or external Networks) are connected to a router, the traffic is
automatically routed to all of them. These “automatic routing rules” can’t be modified.

Images
-

An image is used to deploy instances from it. The deployed instance will
be a copy of the image.

-

It can be created using multiple formats: Amazon formats (AKI, AMI, ARI),
ISO, OVA, QCOW2, VHD, VDI, VMDK, etc. Different Openstack distros and
versions can support different formats.

-

An image can be public or private. The public ones can be used from all
tenants. The private ones can be used within the tenant to which they
belong.

-

In addition, an image can be protected from deletion, marking it as
“protected”. To delete a protected image, it must be marked as
unprotected first.

-

The image creation can be limited assigning specific roles and
permissions.
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Instances
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- An instance is a virtual machine deployed from different sources.
- It can be deployed form an image, instance snapshot, volume or volume snapshot.
- The instances can be connected to one or more networks.
- An instance must be deployed selecting a flavour, a predefined configuration that defines
the number of vCPUs, amount of RAM and disk size.
- The base disk of an instance, is known as ephemeral disk, except if the instance was
deployed from a volume. In this case, the base disk of the instance will be a volume, not an
ephemeral disk.
- The ephemeral is created and destroyed with the instance.

Security Groups
- There are “some kind” of firewall rules to limit connectivity
in the instances.
- A security group can have one or more rules to allow or deny
TCP, UDP or ICMP.
- A rule always have these properties:
- Direction: Ingress or Egress
- Port: From 1 to 65535
- Remote: can be a CIDR or another security group
- CIDR: IPv4 or IPv6.
- Security group: Another security group can be the
source or destination.
-

If a traffic flow is not allowed in a rule, it will be denied by
default.
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Volumes
- Block storage that can be attached to one or more instances.
- It’s independent of the instance.
- Can be deployed as an empty volume, or using an image as source.
- Inside the instances, this storage it’s seen like an additional disk.
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Object Storage
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- It’s a computer data storage architecture that manages data as objects.
- Each object have some metadata, besides the data itself.
- Normally, this type of storage it’s used to store large amount of objects, using the API to
store or read them.

Stacks
-

It’s a text template that it’s treated like
code, and can be used to create any
deployable element available in Openstack.

-

The templates must be written in two
different languages:
- Heat Orchestration Template: yaml file
with specific syntax.
- CloudFormation-compatible format
(CFN): Amazon format.

-

This templates can include instances,
networks, volumes, etc, and when all these
things are deployed, can be managed or
deleted as a group inside individual stack.
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Stacks
description: HOT Template for Juniper vSRX with vSRX-M flavor and 3 networks
heat_template_version: '2014-10-16'
parameter_groups:
- description: Virtual Firewall
label: Juniper-vSRX
parameters: [vm_name, image_id, azone, OAM_net, left_protected_vn_name,
right_public_vn_name]
parameters:
OAM_net: {default: OAM, description: Name for OAM network, type: string}
azone: {default: TypeB_01, label: Availability Zone, type: string}
image_id: {default: junos-media-vsrx-x86-64-vmdisk-18.1R2.5, description: ID
of the image core to use for the instance to be created., type: string}
left_protected_vn_name: {default: left_protected_net_sriov, description: Id
for the virtual private_network to create, type: string}
right_public_vn_name: {default: right_public_net_sriov, description: Id for
the virtual public network to create, type: string}
security_group: {default: Unica-vim1, type: string}
vm_name: {default: VSRX-SRIOV-18.1R2.5, description: Name of the VM to use
for the instance to be created., type: string}
resources:
nova_instance:
properties:
availability_zone: {get_param: azone}
flavor: {get_resource: vendor_VM_flavor}
image: {get_param: image_id}
name: {get_param: vm_name}
networks:
- port: {get_resource: port_instance_1}
- port: {get_resource: port_instance_2}
- port: {get_resource: port_instance_3}
type: OS::Nova::Server
port_instance_1:
properties:
name: Vendor_VM_PORT_1
network: {get_param: OAM_net}
security_groups:
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- {get_param: security_group}
type: OS::Neutron::Port
port_instance_2:
properties:
binding:vnic_type: direct
name: Vendor_VM_PORT_2
network: {get_param: left_protected_vn_name}
port_security_enabled: false
type: OS::Neutron::Port
port_instance_3:
properties:
binding:vnic_type: direct
name: Vendor_VM_PORT_3
network: {get_param: right_public_vn_name}
port_security_enabled: false
type: OS::Neutron::Port
vendor_VM_flavor:
properties:
disk: 16
extra_specs: {'hw:cpu_policy': dedicated, 'hw:cpu_thread_policy':
isolate, 'hw:mem_page_size': large, 'hw:numa-nodes': '1'}
ram: 8192
swap: 0
vcpus: 5
type: OS::Nova::Flavor
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COMPONENTS

Openstack Design
-
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Openstack is build with many components that implements different functionalities:
o Keystone: Identity service (projects, users, roles).
o Neutron: Networking (networks, subnets, routers)
o Swift: Object storage
o Cinder: Volume service
o Glance. Image services
o Nova: Compute services (instances)
o Heat: Orchestration (Stacks)
o Ceilometer: Telemetry and performance statistics
o Horizon: Graphical interface (web based)
o Mistral: Workflow service.
o Other components: AMQP message system, databases, cluster services, memcached
https://www.openstack.org/software/project-navigator/openstack-components#openstack-services

Openstack Design
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Openstack Design
-

All Openstack components works together using an API to interact
with the other ones.

-

The components have basically the same architecture:
- At least they have one service the implements the API, but some
components have more services.
- If the component have more than one service, all of them will
interact with each other using a queue messaging system
(AMQP) like, for example, RabbitMQ.
- All of them use a database.
- The component can be implemented using different backends.
For example, nova can use KVM, VMWare vSphere, or Microsoft
Hyperv as backend, to deploy instances.

-

All components can be deployed in many different ways:
- All of them in one server (packstack).
- Separated in different servers to implement HA environments.
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Openstack Design
-
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Due to Openstack flexibility to deploy the main components, different server functionalities
can be implemented, depending on which components are installed in them:
o Controller nodes: Runs different Openstack components and their APIs.
o Compute nodes: Normally, runs the instances.
o Network nodes: Runs neutron and all the networking, to isolate networking from the
controllers.
o Storage nodes: Runs storage services and acts as a backend of them, like, for example,
swift or cinder.
- This is only a common naming convention, but different installations can have different
configurations.

Keystone
-

-

-
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UNICA VIM ECEE
Provides API client authentication, service discovery, and
Services
Keystone (API)
Backend
MYSQL (local users only)
distributed multi-tenant authorization
Conf files
/etc/keystone/keystone.conf
It uses a MYSQL database to store users. So keystone it’s
Log files
/var/log/keystone/*
5000 (public)
Ports
using a MYSQL as a backend with local users only.
35357 (admin)
https://unica.com:5000/v2.0
To implement authentication, Keystone uses a token system
API URL
http://192.168.2.30:5000/v2.0
(explained in next slide)Keystone it’s the only one that knows which are the APIs of the
other Openstack’s components. If nova needs to interact with
neutron, it will need to ask keystone which is the neutron’s API
URL.
All Openstack APIs registerd in keystone have a public URL
and internal URL. Public APIs are used by external users.
Internal URL are used by the other Openstack’s components.
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Keystone
It implements the authorization, controlling which users can
interact with certain objects, using roles and permissions.
It’s build in one unique service, that integrates the API and all
the functionalities.

Keystone
-
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When users needs to interact with Openstack, they authenticate with keystone first.
The user sends the login and password, and if keystone validate them, a temporary token will be
generated.
This token must be used to interact with other Openstack components.
The other components will validate this token with keystone, to ensure that the user is authenticated
and have the correct privileges.
In UNICA, these tokens are cached in a redis server.
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Horizon
- It’s the Openstack web dashboard.
- Depending of the distro and distributor, using this
dashboard, a user can deploy almost all the Openstack’s
elements.
- This dashboard interacts with all the other Openstack’s
components.
- It’s a web page served by a common web server.
- Depending of the distro and distributor, it can be
implemented in many different ways, using different
webservers.

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports
API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
Web site provided by web server
apache2
/etc/apache2/conf.d/atlas-dashboard.conf
/var/log/apache2/openstack-dashboard-error_log
/var/log/apache2/openstack-dashboard-access_log
443
https://unica.com:443

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Horizon

Swift
-

-
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UNICA VIM ECEE
It implements an object storage service for Openstack.
proxy-server (API)
account-server
Swift have four different services:
Services
object-server
container-server
o Proxy-server: Implements the API and interacts with other
Backend
File System
/etc/swift/swift.conf
swift services.
Conf files
/etc/swift/object-server.conf
o Object- server: Can store, retrieve and delete objects
Log files
/var/log/swift*
Ports
8080
stored on local devices
https://unica.com:8080/v1/AUTH_%(tenant_id)s
API URL
http://192.168.2.30:8080/v1/AUTH_%(tenant_id)s
o Container-server: It knows which objects are in a specific
container, and can list them.
o Account-server: Is very similar to the Container Server,
excepting that it is responsible for listings of containers
rather than objects
In UNICA, Swift it’s only used to store Glance images.
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Swift
It uses a common file system as backend.
Swift uses a distributed storage known as “the ring”. All the
objects are replicated in all the cluster members. More info in
this URL:
https://docs.openstack.org/swift/latest/overview_architecture.html
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Glance
- This component manages the images used to deploy nova
instances in Openstack.
- Glance have three different services.
o Glance-api: It implements the API and interacts with
other glance’s services.
o Glance-registry: It manages the metadata associated
to the images.
o Glance-glare: Provides an artifacts service to use
glance to store binaries, besides images (not used in
UNICA)..
- Glance use Swift as backend in UNICA, to store the
images.

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports

API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
glance-api (API)
glance-glare
glance-registry
Swift
/etc/glance/glance.conf
/var/log/glance/*
9292
https://unica.com:9292
http://192.168.2.30:9292

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Glance
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Cinder
-

-

Provides additional block storage to nova instances.
Cinder have three different services:
o Cinder-api: It implements the API and interact with other
cinder services.
o Cinder-scheduler: Decides in which backend deploy the
volumes (using filters and weights), and interact with the
specific volume service to do it.
o Cinder-volume: Performs all operations related with the
different backends.
In UNICA, cinder uses EMC VNX LUNs as backend, or scale IO.

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports

API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
cinder-api (API)
cinder-volume
cinder-scheduler
EMC VNX Luns
/etc/cinder/cinder.conf
/var/log/cinder/*
8776
https://unica.com:8776/v1/%(tenant_id)s
http://192.168.2.30:8776/v1/%(tenant_id)s

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Cinder

Cinder
-
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Cinder place the volumes in the different backend using the scheduler service.
In UNICA, this service use some “filters” to decide where a volume must be deployed. The filters are:

root@cic-1:~# cat /etc/cinder/cinder.conf |grep -v '#' | grep -i scheduler_default_filter
scheduler_default_filters = AvailabilityZoneFilter,CapacityFilter,CapabilitiesFilter

-

Availability zone filter is not used in UNICA, because there is only one zone called “nova”.
Capacity filter selects the different backend considering which one have more capacity.
Capabilities filters selects the different backend depending on the volume type selected. For
example, in UNICA VNF lab the volume types are:

root@cic-1:~# cinder type-list
+--------------------------------------+-------------+-------------+-----------+
|
ID
|
Name
| Description | Is_Public |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+-------------+-----------+
| 3e99c28c-39f0-4e77-b92f-088b74f54593 | Platinum_01 |
|
True
|
| 7bdb99a7-ba18-485b-8206-0e7543dd3563 |
Gold_01
|
|
True
|
| 99cbf694-7f9e-4d02-92b5-31904df75d7c | Silver_01 |
|
True
|
+--------------------------------------+-------------+-------------+-----------+
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Cinder
-

When a volume is created in UNICA, the flow is:

1.

The requested is received by cinder-api.

2. This one interacts with cinder-scheduler, who
decides where to place the volume.
3. Cinder scheduler talks with cinder-volume, who
interacts with the EMC VNX storage array to create
an iscsi LUN.
4. If the volume is based on an image, cinder-volume
mounts the LUN in the controller where it’s running,
copy the image to the LUN, and then unmount it.
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Cinder
-

When a volume is attached to one instance, the flow is:

1.

The requested is received by cinder-api.

2. Cinder volume configure the VNX to present the LUN
to the compute node where the instance is running.
3. Then interacts with nova in the compute node to
present the LUN as an additional disk.
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Nova
-

-

Is the compute service. Basically, it manages the virtual machines
(instances).
Nova have many services:
o Nova-api: Implements the nova API.
o Nova-conductor: Expose simple database operations to be
used by nova-compute, to isolate database access.
o Nova-scheduler: Determines in which compute node an
instance must be deployed.
o Nova-consoleauth: Authorizes tokens for users that console
proxies provide. Works together with novncproxy.
o Nova-novncproxy: Provides a proxy for accessing running
instances through a VNC connection. Supports browser-based
novnc clients.
o Nova-cert: Manages X509 certificates. Only needed for the
EC2 API.
o Nova-compute: Performs all operations related with
instances in KVM, inside the compute nodes.
In UNICA, normally, nova uses KVM as backend

Services

Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports
API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
nova-api (API)
nova-conductor
nova-scheduler
nova-consoleauth
nova-novncproxy
nova-cert
nova-compute
KVM
/etc/nova/nova.conf
/var/log/nova/*
8774
https://unica.com:8774/v2.1
http://192.168.2.30:8774/v2.1

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Nova

Nova
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- Nova can aggregate all the compute nodes in two different ways:
o Host aggregation: Aggregation of compute nodes that can have one or more servers.
o Availability zones: Groups of one or more host aggregations.
- Nova scheduler can be configured to provision instances in certain availability zones or host
aggregations.

Nova
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- Nova instances exists in the nova database, and can be mapped to a real virtual machines.
- If UNICA is using KVM as backend, the instance in nova can be mapped to a real KVM virtual
machine inside a compute node. The OS-EXT-SRV-ATTR attributes are the key:
root@cic-1:~# nova show atlas_vm | grep -i "hypervisor_hostname\|instance_name"
| OS-EXT-SRV-ATTR:hypervisor_hostname | compute-0-3.domain.tld |
| OS-EXT-SRV-ATTR:instance_name | instance-00000001 |

- With this information, we know the instance name in KVM, and in which compute node is
running:
root@compute-0-3:~# virsh list --all | grep -i instance-00000001
2
instance-00000001
running

- Knowing this, we can interact with the instance as a normal KVM virtual machine.

Nova
-
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Instances in nova are always in some of the defined states.
If a instance deploy fails for some reason, maybe it can be stuck in one intermediate state.
This can be solved forcing the instance to error state (nova reset-state).
From the error state, the instance can be deleted, if necessary.
Be careful with this delete operation, it could require to delete manually the KVM instance,
associated cinder volumes, etc.
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Heat
- It’s the orchestration engine in Openstack.
- Heat have three different services:
o Heat-api: Implements Heat API.
o Heat-engine: Does all the orchestration work and is
the layer in which the resource integration is
implemented.
o Heat-cloudwatch: Implements a minimal compatible
API with Amazon AWS clod-formation templates.
- This component interacts with all the other ones to
deploy all elements defined in the templates.
- When a heat template deploy fails, usually, is not related
to heat itself. Probably, the failure is related to the other
Openstack components involved in the deploy.

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports

API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
heat-api (API)
heat-engine
heat-cloudwatch
N/A
/etc/heat/heat.conf
/var/log/heat/*
8004
https://unica.com:8004/v1/$(tenant_id)s
http://192.168.2.30:8004/v1/$(tenant_id)s

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Heat
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Ceilometer
-

-

Collects performance and telemetry data from all Openstack
servers and components.
Ceilometer have five different services:
o Api: Implements the API.
o Polling: Runs on each compute node and polls for resource
utilization statistics.
o Agent- central: Runs on controller nodes to poll for
resource utilization statistics.
o Collector: Dispatches collected telemetry data to a data
store or external consumer without modification.
o Agent-notification: Builds the events and metering data.
Ceilometer uses a MongoDB database to store all the metrics.

Services

Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports
API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
ceilomter-api (API)
ceilometer-agent-notification
ceilometer-agent-central)
ceilometer-collector
ceilometer-polling
MongoDB
/etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf
/var/log/ceilometer/*
8777
https://unica.com:8777
http://192.168.2.30:8776/8777

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Telemetry
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Mistral
-

It’s a workflow engine to define complex task and execute
them, manually or in a scheduled way.
Mistral have different services:
o API: Implements the API.
o Server-engine: Is the core component, control the
workflows, tasks, etc.
o Server-executor: Executes the tasks actions.
o Scheduler: Stores and executes delayed calls

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports
API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
mistral-api (API)
mistral-server-engine
mistral-server-executor
mistral-scheduler
N/A
/etc/mistral/mistral.conf
/var/log/mistral/*
8989
https://unica.com:8989/v2
http://192.168.2.30:8989/v2

https://docs.openstack.org/mistral/latest/
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Neutron
-

In UNICA neutron uses SDN CSC as a backend
Due to this, Neutron don’t have the same agents and services
as usual.

Services
Backend
Conf files
Log files
Ports
API URL

UNICA VIM ECEE
neutron-server (API)
Other Plugins
SDN CSC (OpenDayLight)
/etc/neutron/neutron.conf
/var/log/neutron/*
9696
https://unica.com:9696
http://192.168.2.30:9696

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Neutron

Other components
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- AMPQ message queue. It’s used by the different services to communicate with other
ones. In UNICA is a RabbitMQ cluster.
https://www.rabbitmq.com/documentation.html
- All Openstack components use a database. In UNICA is a MYSQL galera cluster.
http://galeracluster.com/documentation-webpages/
- Some Openstack components use memcached software as a cache layer.
https://github.com/memcached/memcached/wiki

- To enable HA, some Openstack components runs on pacemaker cluster. Pacemaker is a
cluster software commonly used in Linux systems.
https://clusterlabs.org/pacemaker/doc/
- To enable HA, Openstack use HAproxy software as load balancer solution.
http://www.haproxy.org/#docs
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ERICSSON CLOUD
EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT

Introduction
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- Ericsson Cloud Execution Environment is the Openstack distribution made by
Ericsson.
- It runs on Ubuntu Debian nodes.

- The main differences between this version and other Openstack distributions are:
o It uses a SDN called CSC as a backend of Neutron. CSC it’s a Ericsson’s SDN
software based on Opendaylight.

o Implements a HA system called Continuous Monitoring High Availability (CMHA). This component adds a HA functionality for tenant VMs that is not
present in a standard OpenStack environment. CM-HA uses Nova to manage
VM recovery after a compute host failure.

Architecture
-

-
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ECEE in UNICA is deployed with this configuration:
o 3 controller nodes: Runs almost all Openstack components. Known as CIC nodes.
o Compute nodes: A variable number of servers that run the instances.
o Atlas controller: Runs the other Openstack components, that doesn’t runs in the controller
nodes.
Controller nodes are KVM virtual machines (outside Openstack), that runs normally in the first three
compute nodes.
Atlas controller is an Openstack instance that runs normally in a compute node.

Architecture
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Architecture
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